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IT HAS BEEN A YEAR OF SOLID ACHIEVEMENTS

Mr. Speaker, I quote from Julius Caesar “there is a tide in the affairs 
of men, which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune. Omitted, all the  
voyage of their life is bound in shallows and in miseries. On such a full sea 
are we now afloat. And we must take the current when it serves, or lose 
our ventures.”

Mr. Speaker, in many ways, Jamaica is at such a tide; and the Ministry 
of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining is taking the current when it 
serves; and has every reason to be proud.

The policies of this Ministry have led to the price of telephone calls being 
the lowest in the region at less than J$3 per minute, down from J$127 per 
minute in the year 2000.

This Ministry renewed existing telecom licences and granted new ones 
which earned J$12.6 Billion (or US$115 Million) for the Government of 
Jamaica. A payment of approximately J$7 Billion (or US$64 Million) was 
made on March 31, 2014.

Despite the howls of protest when initially introduced by this Ministry, the 
Universal Service Fund (USF) has collected approximately J$12 Billion 
from the Universal Service Levy since its inception. This is being used 
to unleash internet access, and technology in every nook and cranny of 
Jamaica.
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This Ministry has continued the build-out of the national Broadband  
Network, connecting secondary schools, select post offices, libraries 
and hospitals. One hundred and seventy-seven (177) Community Access 
Points (CAP) have been established across the country as at March 31 
this year. This has brought thousands of Jamaicans into the world of the 
internet.

This Ministry has brought electricity for the first time at last to thousands 
of Jamaicans in communities such as Plumwood in South Manchester; 
Adams Valley in North West Manchester; Top Conolly in West Central St. 
Catherine; Powell Town in South East St. Elizabeth; Louden Hill and Airy 
Castle in St. Thomas; and Fishers Spring and Bodles Pen in South West 
St. Catherine, just to name a few. In addition Mr. Speaker, to date, I have 
signed 166 licences of a total of 193 applications with a combined capacity  
of over 2.6 MW for Net Billing. This will avoid the importation of 35,000 
barrels of oil annually, and saving approximately US$3.5 Million.

Mr. Speaker, the Government’s Energy Conservation and Efficiency  
project is well underway. This project is transforming energy usage across 
the entire public sector. For example, at the National Housing Trust we 
spent J$1.1 Million to install solar control film. After one (1) year Mr. 
Speaker, the consumption was reduced by 87,138 Kwh representing 
a cost savings of J$3.5 Million and a simple payback of four (4) months. 
Also, at the Development Bank of Jamaica (DBJ), J$2.3 Million was in-
vested in solar control film and after eight (8) months, the consumption 
was reduced by 49,749 Kwh representing a cost saving of J$2 Mil-
lion and a simple payback of seven (7) months. And Mr. Speaker, 
the Minister of Finance, and the Minister of National Security would be 
pleased to know that we have not left out the police stations. At the  
Spanish Town Police Station, we invested J$360,000 in solar control 
film. After five (5) months, total consumption was reduced by 6,758 Kwh  
representing a total cost saving of J$271,000 and a simple payback of 
seven (7) months.

Last year this Ministry committed to introducing Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel 
Fuel (ULSD) for the transportation sector by June 26, 2013. Mr. Speaker, 
all Jamaica now knows that on that matter, I can say mission accom-
plished.

This Ministry assisted in achieving the first sale of goods under the Petro  
Caribe Trade Compensation Mechanism, with the sale of clinker to  
Venezuela valued at approximately US$8.5 Million.
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This Ministry has launched the ‘Tablets in School Pilot Project’ – with the 
award of four (4) contracts valued at J$800 Million for the procurement of 
27,000 tablet computers for 38 early childhood, primary, and secondary 
institutions, and one teacher training college.

This Ministry’s policies have seen to the continuation of full production at 
the Ewarton alumina plant employing hundreds of Jamaicans.

Mr. Speaker, this Ministry promised that we would not spend another 
dime on the operations of JAMALCO. We promised that CAP would no 
longer require budgetary support. For the first time in many years, since 
May 2013, the Government of Jamaica was not called upon to fund the 
operation because of a new arrangement we negotiated.

This Ministry piloted a Cabinet Submission on Campaign Finance Reform 
and Cabinet has approved the issue of drafting instructions for campaign 
finance legislation. This will bring greater transparency to the financing of 
election campaigns. Mr. Speaker, this is truly a monumental and historic 
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step that will ensure that Governments are not elected and controlled by 
special interests but will be Governments by the people, from the people 
and for the people.

Mr. Speaker, I rise as a proud Minister of Science, Technology, Energy 
and Mining in  support of the motion in this 2014/2015 Sectoral Debate 
– at a truly critical point for our country, our economy and the well-being 
of our people. 

Mr. Speaker, as is evident, my Ministry has been working to break out of 
the fiscal shackles and build a platform for sustainable growth. It has not 
been easy. It will not be easy. No one promised us that it would be. We 
will have to take tough and unpopular decisions. We will have to stand 
up to those who would seek to promote hidden agendas. But, we WILL 
face any storm and climb any mountain because we are determined to 
transform the Jamaican economy and bring empowerment to our people.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Mr. Speaker, as I navigate this period of my political life, despite the 
criticisms, I remain transfixed on the end goal – building a  platform for 
sustainable growth. I thank the Almighty for surrounding me with His ev-
erlasting grace and favour. And my faith is buttressed by Psalms 94 v19 
– “when doubts filled my mind, Your comfort gave me renewed hope and 
cheer.”

I owe a debt of gratitude to the Most Honourable Prime Minister for her 
unwavering faith and confidence in my ability to lead this important Min-
istry. I can assure this Honourable House that this Prime Minister will see 
to the most drastic reduction in electricity prices in the history of Jamaica.

I thank my family for their abiding love. They bear the brunt of my decision 
to serve in public life.

I thank my Cabinet colleagues for their support, counsel and camaraderie. 

Mr. Speaker, the real fulfilment and inspiration for my involvement in public  
life are the people of East Kingston and Port Royal. I thank my Councillors, 
my Constituency Executive, Cluster Managers, Youth Leaders, Women 
Groups, NGOs, the Ministers Fraternal, the Educators, and other stake-
holders for the progress and development of the constituency. They are 
well represented here today.
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I also thank the Jamaican people for their support and words of encour-
agement as I interact with them on a daily basis. Their deep sacrifice,  
resilience, patience and lofty hope for the future undergird my determination  
to make Jamaica a better place for all of us.

Mr. Speaker, I salute my Minister of State, the Honourable Julian  
Robinson for his loyal support and determination in assisting with the trans-
formative work of the Ministry.

I wish also to acknowledge the able leadership of my Permanent  
Secretary, Ms. Hillary Alexander; and the dedication and commitment of 
the leadership and staff in the Ministry and its agencies.

With each passing day, I become more indebted to my personal staff mem-
bers who continue to allow me to tax to the utmost their seemingly bound-
less reserves of patience, energy, and patriotism. 

I salute my colleagues on both sides of the House for a most productive 
legislative year in which we passed a record forty (40) bills in the last calen-
dar year, and thirty one (31) for the last legislative year.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, I am sure my colleagues on both sides would readily 
join me in commending you for your calm demeanour and sagacious coun-
sel that has ensured stability and balance in our proceedings. In the same 
breath, we thank the members of the Parliamentary staff for their tireless 
efforts in ensuring efficient proceedings on behalf of the Jamaican people.
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OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION

Mr. Speaker, in this presentation, I will give an update on developments 
in the Science, Technology and Innovation Sector. I will then place in the 
record of Parliament, the facts as they relate to the 381 MW Base Load 
project, and the way forward. I will lay the basis for changes in our energy 
mix particularly relating to the bauxite / alumina industry. Finally, I will then 
give a detailed update on developments in that industry.

STI: SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION

Mr. Speaker, half a century ago, the late Rev. Dr Martin Luther King Jnr. 
had this to say:

“The greatest need of modern man today, is to keep the moral and  
ethical ends for which he lives abreast of the scientific and moral ends 
for which he lives. It is the maintaining of these means for those ends…..
that research and development continues to drive the engine of life’s 
endeavour”. What he said then, Mr. Speaker, remains true today.

Statistical data from UNESCO in 2004, indicate that the spend on  
Science, Technology & Innovation, as a percentage of GDP in some  
advanced economies is:

• Japan - 3.2%; 
• South Korea - 3%; 
• USA - 2.7%; and
• Singapore - 2.4%. 

Mr. Speaker, CARICOM territories pale in comparison where our average 
spend is 0.13% of GDP.

The data further indicates that the OECD group of countries spend some 
30% of their budget (public & private combined) on Science, Technology 
& Innovation and earn 50% of their GDP from that thrust. We in CARICOM 
spend some 0.1% of our budget and earn less than 1% of GDP from that 
thrust.

Mr. Speaker, we have been hearing much about the knowledge-based 
economy and the need to align training and education with the expected 
needs for development, especially with the logistics hub on the horizon. 

Seventy per cent (70%) of the jobs in the future will require knowledge in 
the areas of STEM – Science, Technology, Engineering, & Mathematics;  
and the global reality is that emphasis must be placed on these areas at ALL 
levels of education; ALL levels and types of training; and into the psyche 
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of the working public. Currently, we are inadequately prepared to achieve 
these standards. It is estimated that 7 out of 10 workers have neither  
training nor certification for the jobs they do.

Mr. Speaker, STEM has to be our focus. STEM has to be our impera-
tive if our upcoming projects are to impact our people by way of jobs 
and careers. It is STEM that is proving to be the anchor for all developed 
countries, bar none. It has been shown, and note the countries I earlier 
referenced, that Science and Technology are the main driver of innovation, 
entrepreneurship and wealth creation.

Mr. Speaker, globally, industries driven by STEM and Innovation generate 
significant incomes. Some of these industries are:

• Health & Wellness tourism - US$500 Billion;
• Nutraceutical Industry - US$250 Billion;
• Information & Communication Technologies - US$3 Trillion;
• Pharmaceutical Industry - US$400 Billion;
• Agribusiness - US$33 Billion.

Mr Speaker, the time has come for us to take even a minute slice of 
these gigantic pies. We intend to use the integrated institutional joined up  
approach to enable a more efficient implementation of the National  
Science Policy. We intend to have a joint inter- ministerial policy integration of 
critical ministries to streamline the applications of Science and Technology 
 in development and make them accessible to ALL levels of society. 
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Mr. Speaker, we must have a national conversation on Science &  
Technology for Development. As such, the Most Honourable Prime  
Minister has decided to establish a national integrated focal point to  
engender the development of a national culture of Science and Technology  
in the Jamaican society. 

These measures will demonstrate the practical manifestation of our  
government and we have created the position of a National Director  
General of Science and Technology which shall drive the implementation  
of the policies laid down by our National Commission on Science &  
Technology (NCST).

In the first instance, we shall be seconding Professor the Honourable  
Errol Morrison OJ, MD, PhD, et al currently the President of the University 
of Technology and world renowned scientist and medical entrepreneur, to 
spearhead this initiative. 

In short order, June 1, he is expected to come on board and begin the 
popularization of Science and Technology. 

ENERGY

Mr. Speaker, our Government has made no secret about advancing the 
critical matter of the energy agenda. On this issue of energy, there is com-
mon agreement amongst all of us as Jamaicans (Government, Opposition, 
business people, householders – every segment of our society agrees) 
that we must take the tough decisions now in order to get the energy 
sector on track.  The Government is committed to that! At today’s price 
of US$0.42 per Kwh, electricity prices are burdensome to the consumers 
and cause our businesses to be uncompetitive. This has to change.

Our growth and future development as a nation are directly dependent on 
affordable energy.

The 381 MW Base Load Project
Mr. Speaker, I am aware of the intense public interest and debate  
surrounding the 381 MW Project. Given the importance of this Project to 
national development, I wish to bring clarity to this matter. 

Mr. Speaker, the quest for lower electricity prices has transcended sev-
eral Administrations. The process to develop Base Load capacity from 
natural gas commenced before 2002. When I became Minister in 2012, 
there existed a Government sponsored broad-based LNG Steering Com-
mittee chaired by Mr. Christopher Zacca, who was then working as Spe-
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cial Advisor to the then Prime Minister. While retaining the Committee, for 
good order, I required that the private sector members submit a voluntary  
declaration to state that there was no existing conflict of interest, or  
potential therefor.

After ten (10) months and having cost the taxpayers of this country over 
US$3.8 Million, in or around October 2012, it became clear that those 
efforts would not have yielded any significant reduction in the price of 
electricity. There was nothing substantial to show for it. At that point  
Mr. Speaker, the inescapable conclusion was that this Government 
needed to bring the process being undertaken by that Committee to an 
end. As a result of that decision to terminate that process, we returned US 
$2.24 Million  to the Government of Jamaica. 
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Mr. Speaker, a new process to procure generating capacity was com-
menced by the OUR having been formally assigned this responsibility 
through an amendment to the JPS Licence in 2011. The OUR went to 
the market for 480 MW – there was a requirement for initial generating 
capacity of 360 MW, and the remaining 120 MW at a later date. The JPS 
was the sole bidder but they were unable to conclude the process to the 
satisfaction of the OUR. The OUR then aborted the process; and in 2013, 
the OUR allowed for unsolicited bids for 380 MW Base Load capacity. 
This was unsuccessful as no project was deemed feasible.

Mr. Speaker, the OUR then decided to go back to market by way of a lim-
ited tender. At this point, the Government of Jamaica received a proposal  
from EWI which was recommended to the OUR. The OUR then decided 
to accept the recommendation of Cabinet and with the concurrence of the 
National Contracts Committee (NCC) requested that EWI, and other bid-
ders (those who had submitted unsolicited proposals), submit their bids 
by limited tender. It is critical to understand that the procurement process 
is entirely managed by the OUR; and as an independent regulator, they 
guard that independence fiercely. 

Mr. Speaker, the Cabinet found it necessary to recommend EWI’s pro-
posal to the OUR due to a number of critical factors, including:

• The price of US 12.88 cents per Kwh which would result in at least a 
30% drop in electricity prices; and

• Their stated ability to provide a gas solution.

Members of this Honourable House will recall that last month I announced 
that the OUR had recommended that Energy World International (EWI) be 
granted a licence for the supply of 381 MW of electric power to the JPS, 
and I signed the amended licence on April 14, 2014. It must be noted 
that EWI was ranked second after the completion of the OUR’s evaluation 
process. 

Procurement Process
The legislative framework provides that the Office of Utilities Regulation 
(OUR) should manage the procurement process for new generating  
capacity. Consistent with that framework, the OUR has full latitude to dis-
charge its role and function. As far as I am aware, while there have been 
several delays, there has been no impropriety in the OUR’s management 
of the procurement process. Of course, Mr. Speaker, I have already ex-
pressed my views that future addition of generating capacity should not 
be under the control of the OUR, as this function is not in keeping with the 
role of the Regulator.  
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The Minister’s Role
Mr. Speaker, having received the recommendation from the OUR, the 
Minister becomes responsible for the terms and conditions of the licence, 
in keeping with the Electric Lighting Act.  This role is also reflected in the 
OUR Act, which states that no entity shall provide a utility service without a 
licence issued by the Minister.  As the terms of the licence are the purview 
of the Minister, it may be amended “as he thinks expedient” (Section 3(a) 
of the Electric Lighting Act).

Why Did the Minister Sign the April 4, 2014 Licence?
Mr. Speaker, the OUR, in making its recommendation, also proposed 
terms to be included in the licence. Several of these terms were substan-
tially different from those contained in the Form of Licence attached to the 
Instructions for Final Proposals (IFFP) that was issued to all bidders, by 
the OUR. This Form of Licence (a document containing standard terms) 
would have been a critical consideration for all bidders in deciding whether  
to submit a proposal. 

The IFFP states that the performance bond is due ten (10) days after the 
issuance of the Licence.  The recommendation from the OUR for the grant 
of the Licence was dated March 26, 2014.  I reviewed the recommend-
ed terms and sought the advice of the Attorney General on the devia-
tions identified.  While awaiting the advice of the Attorney General, I was  
advised by the OUR on Friday, April 4, 2014 at approximately 3:00 pm 
that the bid bond of US$7 Million, posted by EWI, would have expired on 
April 15, 2014.
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In an effort to ensure that the performance bond of US$36.85 Million 
would be due before the expiration of the bid bond (April 14, 2014), I 
was advised by the OUR that the signing of the licence on April 4, 2014, 
was an absolute necessity.  Although not in receipt of the advice of the 
Attorney General and convinced of the urgency, I signed and issued the 
Licence as recommended by the OUR.

Why Was the Licence Amended?
Mr. Speaker, having received the signed Licence, EWI indicated that it 
would be unwilling to proceed with the Project on the terms of the Licence, 
as issued.  The basis of its unwillingness was the substantial differences 
between the recommended Licence and the Form of Licence contained in 
the IFFP as well as its reservation that the risk profile of the Project would 
increase exponentially and jeopardise its ability to obtain financing.  The 
EWI indicated to me that it had previously made these concerns known to 
the OUR when the latter shared the draft Licence with it.   

Mr. Speaker, acting in the interest of the Jamaican people, I decided to 
amend the Licence. I obtained legal advice from the Attorney General to 
ensure that the amendments were consistent with the Form of Licence 
to preserve the date, timelines and targets of the bid and performance 
bonds. That amended Licence is dated April 14, 2014.

The following two amendments to the Licence have dominated public 
discussions and have fuelled many misconceptions thus far:

1. The step-in rights during the construction phase; and
2. The non-inclusion of the requirements for financial information.  

Step-in Rights
Mr. Speaker, step-in rights are generally rights granted for an entity/per-
son to assume ownership of an asset for a discounted purchase price.  
In the context of electricity generation, the usual intent would be to ensure 
the continuity of a service as opposed to the mere acquisition of property 
prior to commissioning.  For this reason, step-in rights are usually most 
appropriate post-commissioning of an electricity generating plant.

Step-in rights during the construction phase were not contained in the 
Form of Licence in the IFFP.  Further, it should be noted that step-in rights 
in the construction phase are not a feature of any other licence granted 
to any other independent power producer in Jamaica. Additionally, the 
Amended Licence still provides for step-in rights after commissioning 
of the plant and I, as Minister, have the power to revoke the Amended  
Licence upon a breach by EWI at any point.
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Financial Information
Schedule 1 of the Amended Licence requires EWI to provide evidence 
of financing of the Project in accordance with the PPA.  In the event that 
the EWI fails to supply that information, this would be a breach of the 
Amended Licence, which may lead to its revocation.   

While EWI’s financial status is relevant, projects of this nature are  
usually project-financed and contingent on an effective and financeable 
PPA. The PPA is therefore an important document that a potential financier  
will consider in making a decision to finance a project. Unlike all other 
PPAs, which are usually effective on signing, the OUR made the effective-
ness of this PPA subject to the grant of the Licence by me, which may have  
delayed the discussions with potential financiers.  

The OUR’s recommended Licence contained a requirement for certain 
financial assurances.  This is an unusual requirement in a licence.  Further, 
this requirement was not contained in the Form of Licence in the IFFP 
nor has it been a feature of any other licence granted to an independent 
power producer.  

The Implementation Agreement
Mr. Speaker, I made the decision to have certain matters that were not  
appropriately included in the recommended licence, transferred into an  
Implementation Agreement between EWI and the Government of Jamaica. 
That Implementation Agreement, a copy of which has been posted on the 
Ministry’s website, also included terms designed to declare the Project a 
Strategic National Priority and reflected the requirement for the posting of 
the performance bond that was stated in the IFFP. 

The Performance Bond
Mr. Speaker, much has been said about the absence of the performance 
bond.  For clarity, it should be noted that the original Licence was super-
seded and the stipulated period for the posting of the bond would expire 
ten (10) days after the date of the Amended Licence dated April 14, 2014.

Within that ten (10) day period, there were two intervening holidays, both 
in Hong Kong and Jamaica, and the Inter-American Development Bank’s 
(IDB’s) communication to EWI that it was not willing to finance the Pro-
ject.  Given the impact of these two factors, I allowed further time on the 
basis that EWI had advised that it had placed the funds with HSBC Hong 
Kong and that it was awaiting the completion of normal internal banking  
procedures for the performance bond to be posted.  
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CURRENT SITUATION

The Continued Quest for Cheaper Energy for Jamaica
Mr. Speaker, my considered view is that this Project remains one of criti-
cal importance to Jamaica and represents a significant and viable oppor-
tunity to realize the reduction in the cost of electricity that has eluded the 
country for so long.  My Ministry has worked tirelessly towards lowering 
electricity prices and will continue to pursue cheaper energy solutions for 
the Jamaican people. This Project is of such national importance that it 
behoves all Jamaicans to ensure that we preserve our country’s inter-
national reputation and foster greater business and investor confidence 
going forward.

Mr. Speaker, I will not stop. We will not relent. Because, Mr. Speaker, 
there is a tide in the affairs of men that leads to fortune; and we are now 
on such a tide!

COAL

Mr. Speaker, I want to move to another related matter that has also been 
very much in the public domain. This has to do with coal and its proposed 
role in the Government’s strategy to reform the country’s energy sector.  

When I speak of the Government’s energy sector reform programme, I 
refer to the comprehensive set of activities, which together will sufficiently 
change the way energy is used in Jamaica and place the country on a level 
playing field with our neighbours, near and far.  This strategy is grounded 
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in the National Energy Policy (NEP) that was approved by this Honour-
able House in November, 2010.  In the policy, Jamaica’s vision for energy  
is outlined as: “….a modern, efficient, diversified and environmentally 
sustainable energy sector”. Specifically, Mr. Speaker, the NEP clearly  
provides for a strategy that will see the introduction of natural gas into the 
energy mix as well as more solids such as coal.  

In accelerating the implementation of the NEP, we have developed a track 
record of solid achievements in renewable energy. For one, renewable 
energy solutions continue to increase with the granting of 166 licences 
for net-billing which will save the country approximately US$3.5 Million  
per annum. Secondly, 78MW of renewable electricity capacity from wind 
and solar will be added to the grid by the end of 2015. And, finally, the 
protocol governing power wheeling is currently before the Electricity  
Appeal Tribunal for resolution after been challenged by the JPS. Our thrust 
in renewable energy, along with our energy conservation programme, has 
resulted in lower carbon emissions as well as significant savings in foreign 
exchange. We will intensify this thrust.

The move from liquid fuels for electricity generation to natural gas and  
solids is an undertaking long recognized by much of the world.  Indeed, 
much of the developed world built their economies using as much as 
eighty per cent (80%) of electricity generation from coal. Times have 
changed and in its efforts to achieve its policy objectives, any responsible 
government must consider all its options. 

Mr. Speaker, Administrations led by the People’s National Party (PNP) 
have a solid track record of performance for introducing clean energy 
technologies to reduce environmental pollutants in support of sustainable 
development.  

We only need to recall the introduction of  unleaded fuel in 2002.

We can recall the introduction of ten per cent (10%) ethanol in fuel to  
replace Methyl Tertiary Buthyl Ether (MTBE) in 2006 for testing, which was 
fully rolled out in 2009.

We can recall the introduction of Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel (ULSD) for fuel 
in June, 2013.

Since 2012, we have witnessed the most decisive, ambitious and impactful 
growth in the use of renewables; not to mention the increase role of  
energy conservation and efficiency - ALL designed to lower harmful  
emissions in the atmosphere. 
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Mr. Speaker, going forward, we will build on this record of performance. 
Coal was clearly identified and it’s role properly defined in the National 
Energy Policy (NEP), which was promulgated by the JLP Government in 
2010 and supported by us as the then Opposition. 

However, Mr. Speaker, it is more than that. Our bauxite/alumina industry 
is uncompetitive due to high fuel costs, and the future will be bleak without 
an energy solution. The crux of the matter is that the revival of our alumina 
industry – a key plank of our quest for sustainable growth – is dependent 
on high volumes of steam for calcination. Without a source of low-cost 
steam, the prospect of restoring the bauxite/alumina sector will be nega-
tively impacted. 

This is where coal has a huge advantage and the investors in that sector 
have indicated their intention to use coal as their preferred energy source.

Notwithstanding, we are mindful of the negative effects associated with 
the use of coal for electricity production. Mr. Speaker, this is not new. 
Other fuel sources have negative impacts but there are mechanisms used 
to manage these impacts. And, ultimately, Jamaica’s environmental stand-
ards are well established.  They are consistent with international standards 
and as such coal will be no different from other technologies in our require-
ment to meet the standards for steam and electricity production.   

MINING

Mr. Speaker, mining, especially our bauxite and alumina industry, remains 
a key plank of the Jamaican economy. Not only has it consistently been 
a major foreign exchange earner and provider of jobs for many decades, 
but it is one of the industries that can create the potential for healthy and 
sustainable growth in the Jamaican economy. 

Our soil is a rich basin of minerals that when mined, can create several 
linkages to create wealth and thousands of new jobs. Mr. Speaker, it is 
widely known that Jamaica was the world’s leading producer of bauxite in 
1957, with over a quarter of the world’s production. Since then we have 
mined approximately 600 million tonnes of our total deposit of 2.5 billion 
tonnes. However, over 1.2 billion tonnes are still available for mining, with 
the balance being sterilized. Mr. Speaker, I still believe that the best years 
of this industry are ahead of us.

Mr. Speaker, bauxite is a finite resource and while exploiting it for the 
benefit of our people, we must not give it away. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, 
as I have stated before, going forward the policy of the Government of 
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Jamaica is that there will be no new agreements for the export of raw 
bauxite without specific conditions. While all existing agreements will be 
honoured, no new agreement will be considered unless it is accompanied 
by a commitment to build an alumina refinery with specific timelines for 
implementation.

Despite the cyclical nature of this competitive industry, Jamaica is posi-
tioned to do well. Our first-mover advantage in infrastructure, and quantity 
of reserves will make us a critical player for decades to come. Jamaica’s 
bauxite future is assured because the demand for bauxite in the global 
market is growing as some countries are restricting bauxite export. Our 
bauxite remains attractive because of its high quality and near-surface 
deposits.

Xinfa Update
In that regard, Mr. Speaker, it has been a long time since the closure of 
the Reynolds mine in St. Ann. That single act disrupted many lives, and 
many more have wondered if bauxite mining operations will ever return 
to that area of St. Ann. I have also stated that the Administration’s policy 
is that no one should export raw bauxite from Jamaica without specific 
conditions.

Mr. Speaker, we have stayed true to that because we are serious about 
building the platform for sustainable growth. I am therefore pleased to  
announce that on February 28 this year, the Government of Jamaica  
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Xinfa Group 
Company Limited. 
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Xinfa Group was founded in 1972 and is registered in China. Xinfa has 
more than 72 affiliated enterprises and holding companies with total fixed 
assets valued at approximately US$16 Billion. Xinfa is one of the top three 
(3) integrated aluminium companies in China. It imports over 10 million 
tonnes of bauxite per annum. Xinfa operates several bauxite mines in 
China and operated two bauxite mines in Indonesia until late 2012. In the 
last 3 years, Xinfa has successfully established a new bauxite mining and 
export operation in Fiji.

This foreign direct investment amounts to approximately US$3 Billion that 
would allow this Chinese company to:

i. Export up to 4.5 million tonnes of bauxite annually for 25 years, in the 
first instance;

ii. Construct a 2 million tonne per annum alumina plant to operate for 
25 years, also in the first instance;

iii. Construct a coal-fired power plant to support the alumina plant.

Mr. Speaker, the MOU states that the parties are to pursue further  
negotiations to settle the terms of definitive agreements within six (6) 
months of its date. Cabinet has therefore appointed a negotiating team.

The members of the team are:
i. Dr. Vincent Lawrence (Chairman);
ii. Mr. Christopher Cargill, Chairman of PCJ;
iii. Mrs. Nicole Foster–Pusey, QC, Solicitor General;
iv. A representative of the Ministry of Finance & Planning;
v. Mr. Coy Roache, Managing Director of the Jamaica Bauxite Mining 

Limited;
vi. Mr. Trevor Francis, Accountant;
vii. Mr. Michael Vaccianna, Legal and Commercial Counsel; and
viii. A technical specialist in environmental management, to be named.

Mr. Speaker, this means that on successful completion of the negotia-
tions, we will not only be mining bauxite in that area of St. Ann as was the 
case with the Reynolds mine. We will be producing alumina from St. Ann 
for the first time at last. This will be the first greenfield alumina facility to be 
constructed in Jamaica in forty-two (42) years. 

Mr. Speaker, I want to assure the Jamaican people that this Govern-
ment will ensure that this project is implemented according to international 
best practices, and be fully compliant with our environmental laws. As a 
first step, we were keen to appoint an environmentalist to the negotiating 
team.
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Mr. Speaker, this is a massive shot in the arm for the bauxite and alumina 
industry, and the Jamaican economy. It will mean the provision of jobs in 
the construction phase, and permanent jobs during the operations. There 
are significant linkages to the proposed operations that will enable our 
people to provide goods and services to the project. We will insist and 
ensure that these opportunities are maximized. Mr. Speaker, these are 
the types of investments that can build the platform for sustainable growth 
and development.

UC Rusal Update
Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to report that the WINDALCO Ewarton plant’s 
return to full production has been sustained. This, together with JAMAL-
CO and Noranda operations, has resulted in a 4.2% increase in the Mining 
and Quarrying Sector in financial year 2013/14 vs. 2012/13.

Mr. Speaker, progress has been made in difficult negotiations for the sale 
of the Government’s seven per cent (7%) stake in WINDALCO. 

Members will recall that Cabinet had previously granted approval for a 
bauxite levy concession for one (1) year to WINDALCO. In return, some 
specific actions were to have been taken including the expansion of pro-
duction at Ewarton and the re-opening of the Alpart and Kirkvine plants 
by 2015. There have been some successes but there are still milestones 
to be met.

In that regard Mr. Speaker, Cabinet has given approval to grant UC Rusal 
a bauxite levy concession for an additional two years in respect of the  
Ewarton Plant on the condition that UC Rusal constructs a coal-fired  
energy solution at the plant. We are proceeding to conclude this  
agreement as soon as possible.
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Mr. Speaker, representatives of UC Rusal will be visiting Jamaica later 
this month to conclude discussions on the future of their operations at 
Alpart and Kirkvine. I will advise the country on the outcome of those 
discussions. Like thousands of Jamaicans, I am deeply concerned that 
these plants have been closed for five years. The impact is too great to 
have them remain idle.

CAP Update
Mr. Speaker, in relation to the Jamalco refinery and the Government’s 
45% interest, which is vested in Clarendon Alumina Production Limited 
(CAP), last year I advised this Honourable House that the Government 
had decided not to divest its interest at that time. I also advised this House 
that when I assumed office in 2012, the negotiation for the sale of CAP to 
Glencore was nowhere near completion, as the country was led to believe 
by the previous Administration. This Government assembled a new nego-
tiating team to pursue and settle new arrangements. 

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to advise this Honourable House that this Ad-
ministration has been successful in transforming CAP into a self-financing 
entity, which no longer has recourse to the Consolidated Fund since May 
of last year. This is largely due to new financing arrangements secured with 
the Noble Group, a leading global supply chain company that is ranked 
76th in the 2013 list of Fortune 500 companies – this forward sale does 
not lock us in a losing cycle as was the case in the previous arrangement. 

The Noble Group will provide US$120 Million financing between 2013 
and 2016, and buy alumina at improved prices. The Group has also been 
working with JAMALCO to address energy efficiency problems for the 
medium and long term. For the medium term, generators will be installed; 
and for the long term, JAMALCO will be provided with stability via a coal-
fired energy solution by 2017/18.

Noranda Update
Noranda is currently the only exporter of bauxite from Jamaica. Mr. 
Speaker, I am pleased to update this Honourable House that Noranda 
Jamaica Limited is closer to breaking ground for additional investment 
in Jamaica. This investment involves the expansion of its Port Rhodes 
facilities in Discovery Bay to accommodate larger ships and to enable a 
quicker turn-around of these vessels.

In addition, the company will be making a significant investment in the rail 
infrastructure between its mines and the port. The total value of this invest-
ment is some US$18 Million.
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Rare Earth Elements Update
Mr. Speaker, last year I announced the partnership between the Japanese 
company, Nippon Light Metals, and the Jamaica Bauxite Institute (JBI) to 
extract rare-earth metals from bauxite waste. This pilot project which was 
a J$600 Million investment by the Japanese has now been completed. 
Mr. Speaker, the data is now being analysed, and indeed, we are opti-
mistic and excited about the possibilities. 

Mr. Speaker, this is a sample of rare-earth elements that have been ex-
tracted in the pilot phase of this project. Products made from these ele-
ments are used in electric motors for the electric cars; hi-tech medical 
equipment; the electronics; and other industries in general. The prices of 
these elements range from US$6.50 per kg – US$7,000 per kg. I have is-
sued instructions to explore the possibility for the development of a local 
industry from the value – added products.

A major positive development for the environment coming out of the  
pilot is the successful neutralization of the alkalinity in the bauxite residue. 
Mr. Speaker, it has been estimated that Jamaica has in excess of 100  
million tonnes of Red Mud, which contains concentrated levels of rare-
earth elements. 

CONCLUSION

Mr. Speaker, there are many other areas of my Ministry where there have 
been exciting developments but time will not permit me on this occasion. 
However, I have tried to at least mention some of the major developments 
that will build a solid platform for sustainable growth. I have tried to be as 
clear as possible in explaining the issues that have commanded public 
attention. However, from my sojourn in public life, I do understand that 
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obfuscation of reality is commonly employed by those who disagree with 
you especially when they serve special interest rather than the public inter-
est. Mr. Speaker, I know that the only interest I serve is the interest of the 
Jamaican people. 

Mr. Speaker, today I remember my mother and my father and the sac-
rifices they made to ensure their son got a good education at Norman 
Gardens Primary and Excelsior High School. I remember the pride in their 
eyes when I got accepted to University. I remember their joy when I quali-
fied as a lawyer. It was not only my dream coming true. It was theirs as 
well. Like many of us in this Honourable House, I could have gone on to 
private practice in my chosen profession. I chose to serve the people of 
Jamaica through the process of political representation, service to Parlia-
ment, and the Cabinet of Jamaica. I have no regrets. I would not have 
chosen differently. I chose to put myself in the line of fire to better the lives 
of my people, and it is they who I serve with guidance from the Almighty.

Mr. Speaker, I think it is fitting that I share this quote from former Ameri-
can President Theodore Roosevelt: “It is not the critic who counts; not the 
man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of 
deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who 
is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and 
blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, 
because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; but who does 
actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great 
devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best knows 
in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he 
fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with 
those cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.” 

If I had allowed myself to be side-tracked by critics, 
• the telecom monopoly would never have been broken;
• telephone call rates would still be high;
• the BPO industry would bypass Jamaica; and
• the Universal Service Fund of over J$12 Billion would not exist.

Mr. Speaker, that is, if I had allowed myself to be side-tracked.

Mr. Speaker, I close by inviting members of this Honourable House to 
join us in modernizing the Jamaican society and building the platform for 
sustainable growth.

Join us in support of these initiatives that will unlock Jamaica’s economic 
potential.
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Join us as we usher in a new era for the mining sector.

Join us as we bring our students and teachers into the knowledge society 
with the ‘tablets in schools’ programme.

Mr. Speaker, let us move ahead with all of Jamaica to build the growth 
platform for the future by exploiting the obvious benefits that abound in 
the fields of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining. 

Mr. Speaker, the investment opportunities are there. All we need is the 
unity, the vision, the integrity, and the will to persevere to the very end. I am 
ready. I know that our Government is ready. Let’s continue on our mission!

I thank you.


